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THE KING "LISTENS IN" TO FIGHTER SWEEP

Despite a wind which at times attained gale-force, Fighter Command squadrons
were again over Northern France in strength this afternoon for the seventh

consecutive day.

Escorting a small force of Boston bombers, fighter squadrons swept across

the Channel to Dunkirk, where, in the face of heavy anti-aircraft fire from the

ground defences, bombs from the Bostons were seen to fall in the dock area. No

enemy aircraft were sighted by the fighters which escorted the bombers.

In a sweep over Northern France, a battle was fought at a height of 30,000

to33,000 feet between a high-flying wing and a total force of close on 100

enemy fighters. Polish pilots engaged in this six-mile-high combat destroyed two

F.W.190s and claimed others as probably destroyed. A pilot of one Polish squadron
which took on about 30 F.W.190s at a height of 28,000 feet quickly destroyed one,

and immediately afterwards probably destroyed another.

"The first F.W. went down in a huge cloud of white smoke immediately our man

had fired, " said a member of this squadron. ''Probably there was an explosion in

the aircraft; at all events, our pilot was enveloped in what seemed to him like

fog. He lost sight of his victim, but another of our pilots saw it going down

completely out of control.

"When he flew out of the fog, our pilot was attacked by another F.W.190, and

as it dived our man went down after it. Both aircraft went zig-zagging down as

the Hun tried to dodge away, but soon the zig-zag stopped, and the German went

into an uncontrolled dive. Just then our man was again attacked by more of the

enemy - he was pounced on by seven in all - and, having to take evasive action, he

could not see what happened to the one he had damaged,"

Another Polish squadron had a fight, with 15 F.W.190s, one of which was seen

to go down in flames.

Radio conversation between our pilots during the combat over Dunkirk was

listened to by H.M. the King from the operations room of a fighter station in

Southern England.

The King, accompanied by Air Marshal Sir Sholto Douglas, Commander-in-Chief

of Fighter Command, and Air Vice—Marshal Leigh Mallory, commanding a fighter

group, had previously spoken to the pilots of two of the squadrons engaged in

the operation and had seen them take off to France.

After watching-their progress recorded on the table map of an operations

room and listening to the radio conversation, the King drove to another station,

where he saw; two of the fighter squadrons land. He later visited the pilots in

their dispersal huts to hear their reports. One New Zealand pilot to whom he

spoke described a combat in which he damaged a F.W. 190 which he last saw going

down trailing black smoke.

The bombers were brought safely home after their raid but two of our fighters

are missing.


